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OHNSTON RACING made a
winning start to the month,
when Key To Power scored in
a Lingfield novice event on

February 1.
Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed’s

Slade Power filly had just the one start
as a juvenile last term, when she
finished second behind an odds-on
favourite and subsequent Group 3
winner in Queen of Bermuda in a
Thirsk maiden event over the minimum
trip in May. 

Making her seasonal debut at
Lingfield, Key To Power faced four
rivals. Joe Fanning took the ride.
Travelling strongly throughout the five-
furlong event, she was pushed clear
approaching the final furlong. At the
post, she finished four and a half lengths
in front of Turquoise Friendly, with
Brogans Bay a length and three-quarters
back in third.

At the following day’s Lingfield
meeting, Galitello scored over two
miles. Full particulars of that victory are
to be found in our Kingsley Park
Partnership News, on page 18.

FEBRUARY ROUNDUP

It took longer than expected to add to
our monthly tally. While Lucky Deal
and Pink Flamingo secured second
places on February 2 and 4 respectively,
the BHA’s decision to suspend racing on
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Reggae Runner with Niamh O’Brien up

attempt over two miles in a Class 2 handicap which had
attracted a field of five runners. Mr Kai Fai Leung’s
Mastercraftsman colt was looking to step up on his Kempton
run when he finished second over the same distance at the
beginning of February.

Joe Fanning took the ride on the colt at Chelmsford, having
won him at Carlisle last June. Lucky Deal quickened nicely at
the head of the straight to pull clear of his field. Heavily eased
by Joe in the closing stages, the colt came home three lengths
and three and three-quarter lengths respectively clear of Busy
Street and Azari.

Ability
This was a fifth career win for Lucky Deal, and it was one

which suggested he may well have improved for the step up in
trip to two miles. 

Being out of a Daylami mare, it was always likely that he
would improve over an extended trip, and his ability to win
over two miles suggests that a race such as the

HE yard chalked up its first across-the-card treble of
the year on February 20, when Deep Intrigue’s
Newcastle win was followed up with a double on

Chelmsford’s evening card.
The winner of three of his last four races, Deep Intrigue

faced six rivals in a conditions event over six furlongs at
Newcastle, a Fast-Track Qualifier for the All-Weather
Championships’ Finals Day. Danny Tudhope took the ride.

Deep Intrigue was quickly away and was soon racing in
second, just behind Quiet Endeavour on his inner. Taking the
lead a furlong from home, the colt was driven out to hold the
late challenges of Call Me Ginger and Don Armado, the
distances being a neck and half a length.

The win secured for Deep Intrigue a free,automatic place in
the field for the Three-year-old All-Weather Championship
over the same distance at Lingfield on Good Friday,  April 19. 

"Deep Intrigue was very tough and had to battle, but I think
he was only doing what he had to do,” a delighted Danny told
the Klarion after the race. 

At Chelmsford City, Lucky Deal was having his second

First treble of the year
T
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wide outside of the field.
Despite his awkward draw, the colt

got to the head of affairs early on.
Turning for home he seemed to have all
his rivals in trouble, with the exception
of the favourite, I’m Available.

Switching that filly to the inner, William
Buick looked a real threat as the leaders
swept past the furlong marker. But
Reggae Runner kept on really strongly,

the outbreak of equine flu meant that
our next domestic runner on the Flat
was on February 13.

Like Key To Power, Bay of Naples
was having just the second start of his
career when landing a novice event at
Lingfield on February 15.

Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed’s
Exceed and Excel colt had made his
debut at Newcastle on January 31. He
had run with no little credit there,
showing good pace to chase the early
leader, before running out of steam in
the closing stages to finish fourth.

At Lingfield, Bay of Naples, ridden
by Joe Fanning, faced eight rivals in
the seven-furlong novice stakes. Joe set
out to make all the running from a
good draw in stall 2. After turning for
home, Assimilation came with a strong
run on the outside, and in a desperate
finish, Bay of Naples held on gamely
to win by a short head from that rival,
with Shanghai Grace a length away in
third.

February 16 saw Reggae Runner
win a novice race over a mile at
Lingfield Park, in a case of third time
lucky for Hugh Hart’s homebred Lethal
Force colt. 

Reggae Runner was faced by eight
rivals in what looked like a competitive
heat on paper. Franny Norton took the
ride, his first problem being how to deal
with Reggae Runner being drawn on the

Northumberland Plate might be a suitable target.
The across-the-card treble was completed when the

impressive Matterhorn extended his winning run in the mile
handicap. Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed’s Raven’s Pass
colt, now a four-year-old, had completed a hat-trick of wins at
Lingfield in January, winning impressively over 10 furlongs.

Carrying joint top weight under Joe Fanning and one of just
two four-year-olds in the field, Matterhorn turned in an
impressive display. Taking the lead turning for home,
Matterhorn kept on strongly to score by three and a quarter

lengths from the other four-year-old in the field, Tough
Remedy.

Out of the Darshaan mare, Tanaghum, Matterhorn is a half-
brother to no fewer than six winners, including the Curragh
Cup winner Tactic (by Sadler’s Wells). Given that he raced off
a mark of 99 at Chelmsford, it seems not unreasonable to
suggest that Matterhorn may be ready to step up in grade
before too long.

A fantastic treble, then, achieved by three improving horses
upon whom it would be wise to keep an eye this term. 

Matterhorn and Joe Fanning (right) win at Chelmsford

Mustadun wins at Newcastle

Continued on p.13
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the first treble of the year, the stable
notched up a double in successive races
at Lingfield Park on February 22.

After the death of Caroline, Lady
Lonsdale, earlier in the month, Lowther
Racing and Partner’s Pink Flamingo’s
win at Lingfield was a poignant one.
The Dream Ahead filly has been racing
consistently this year, following up a
third place at Newcastle with a narrow
defeat at Wolverhampton last time out.

Challengers
Blinkered for the first time at

Lingfield, Pink Flamingo was ridden by
Joe Fanning. Six went to post for the
five-furlong handicap. The filly was
quickly away and set out to make all the
running. Turning for home, she was at
the head of affairs but had to be driven
to pull away from her challengers. She
was pegged back in the closing stages by
Temple of Wonder, but held on to score
by three-quarters of a length, with Swiss
Chime a short head away in third.

Winning jockey Joe wasn’t sure that
the first time blinkers had any
significant effect on the filly, but told the
Klarion:  “She has always been a quick
filly, but that trip was as far as she
wanted.”

Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed’s
Red Phoenix completed the double in
the mile handicap restricted to three-

year-olds. Having been gelded over the
winter, the son of Pivotal was making
his seasonal debut at Lingfield Park and
looking for his first win after five
previous runs. 

Smartly away under Joe Fanning, he
was ridden into the lead from the start.
Quickening up on the home turn, the
gelding came a little wide into the
straight but, always in command, he
kept on well to score by a length and a
neck respectively from Shug and
Dunhallow Noelie.

“Red Phoenix was quickly out and
away,” Joe told the Klarion after the
race. “He did it all right in the end and
was entitled to win this.”

Bay of Naples followed up his
Lingfield success when landing a novice
event at Wolverhampton on February 26.

HE colt faced 11 rivals in this
seven-furlong race and set out to

make all the running under Joe Fanning.
Sent for home passing the two-furlong
marker, Bay of Naples held a useful
lead, but when the field straightened up
for home, Sarasota launched a challenge
on the inner. Bay of Naples stuck to the
task and gradually asserted, winning by
a neck from Sarasota.

This win gave the yard its 11th winner
of the month, its highest February tally
since 2012 and its third highest score for
the month ever.

winning by two and a half lengths.
After Reggae Runner’s win, Johnston

Racing’s 2019 Lingfield record was a
remarkable eight wins from 15 runners,
a strike rate of 53% and a level-stakes
profit of +£35.04. Those stats speak for
themselves!

There was another win for stallion
Lethal Force when Mustadun won a
Newcastle novice event on February 18.

Ewan and Anna Hyslop’s colt made
his debut at Newcastle on January 22,
weakening into fourth in the closing
stages. He put that experience to good
use on February 18, racing over the
same course and seven-furlong distance.

Joe Fanning took the ride on
Mustadun, who faced 11 rivals. Drawn
nearest to the stand rail, the colt started
well and was soon tracking the early
leader, Muhallab. Mustadun edged into
the lead three furlongs from home, but it
was soon noticeable that the slow-
starting Conaglen was closing rapidly on
him. Showing admirable resolution,
Mustadun kept on well under Fanning’s
urgings to win by a neck, with favourite
Kingdom of Dubai five lengths back in
third.

Just a couple of days after recording
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Pink Flamingo under Heather Jones
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